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Game Audio 

Introduction 

In the lecture this week we looked at the use of audio in video games.  We’ll 
continue this in the tutorial by exploring a number of ways we can create sound, 
vocals and music before focusing on getting these assets into your total 
conversion. 
 
If you want to find out more regarding using Audio with Unreal then this UDN 
article covers this in more detail: 
 
udn.epicgames.com/Two/ExampleMapsSounds 

 
Finally in this tutorial are some notes on how you might provide closure to your 
game, for example displaying a congratulations / game over screen to the player. 

Locating Audio Assets 

Firstly we need to collect some sounds together to use within Unreal.  You might 
want to spend a few minutes thinking about the sounds you are after.  There are 
a number of ways to obtain these: 

• Record the sounds yourself ☺ 

• Existing Unreal audio samples 

• Locate them on sample package collections 

• Find free samples on the web 

• Record from TV / DVD / Audio Books / Songs etc 
 
I would encourage you to spend a few minutes creating your own sounds that 
can be used within your Total Conversion.  Perhaps of you narrating the start of 
the game or recording sounds that could be used within.  

Unreal supports two sound file formats: 

.wav for playing sounds.  These files must be imported into the game and 

stored in a Sound package.  Wav / Wave files are normally uncompressed 

audio in the PCM format – the same used on CDs.  These files get large 

very quickly! 
 
.ogg for playing music.  These files do not need to be imported and may 

be placed in a music directory (that we’ll specify).  Ogg is a patent-free, 

fully open multi-media file format designed for efficient streaming.  Unreal 
supports ogg Vorbis (audio codec) – you can think of it as a free 

version of mp3 producing similar sized files. 

 
Note on 3D positional sounds.  Unreal supports 3D Sounds placed down in the 
world.  In order to calculate the volume of the sound played back through each 
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speaker, the position and orientation of the player in relation to the position of the 
sound is used.  Therefore, if the character’s left ear is closest to the sound 
emitter then there will be more sound coming from the left speaker.  For this 
reason, the sounds we create will not be in stereo. 

Audacity 

The digital audio editor that we’ll be using during this practical is Audacity.  As 
standard it supports both .wav and .ogg files. 

 
Audacity is very easy to get into but you may feel more comfortable by 
completing some of the tutorials on its website at: 
 
audacity.sourceforge.net/manual-1.2/tutorials.html 

 
We’ll be using Audacity to record some sounds / music, chop them, clean them 
up and export in a file format suitable for Unreal. 

Grandfather Clock Example 

This is good example to work from.  As with previous 
weeks, have a practice creating the example in the 
tutorial and then use these techniques with your own 
objects. 
 
(optional) Locate a grandfather clock 3D model.  You 
might need to convert from a similar format. 

Locate some grandfather clock sounds. 

You need: 

• General ticking (10 seconds) 

• Single Chime 

• Double Chime 

• (optional) sounds of the mechanism 

• (optional) long chime, e.g. 12 o’clock 
 
Where to find them: 

• Surprisingly, Google is a good place to start looking 

• I used the website: 
o www.audiolicense.net/sfx/clocks.asp 

� You can buy audio samples on here for £3 upwards.  On you 
can listen to lower quality version for free ☺ 

o freesound.iua.upf.edu 

� Completely free samples 
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I just set up Audacity to record from the outgoing audio (i.e. the data 
heading out to the speakers).  Note: this doesn’t require you to plug in 
a lead between the speaker output and microphone input. 
 
By default Audacity is set up to record from a microphone – change 
this to the outgoing audio (it might be called ‘mixer desk’ or something 
similar). 

 
You will probably need to cut out the sections and post-process them.  You 
should remove all the background noise using the filters in Audacity.  Once 
you’re happy export into .wav files. 

 
You’ll probably find that the sound files are quite large.  Think back to the lecture 
and what happens when we alter the frequency and bits per sample.  In 
Preferences�File Formats you can alter the ‘Uncompressed Export 

Format’.  Try some other options to reduce the size.  You can also change the 

‘Project Rate’ at the bottom left of the Audacity GUI.  Not all formats are 

compatible with Unreal – so just try it on one test file and check that you can still 
import the audio. 
 
You should have the following files (maybe more) 

• clockTick.wav 

• clockChimeSingle.wav 

• clockChimeDouble.wav 

Import into Unreal 

Add a new sounds directory within your mod directory.  This isn’t vital but it 
means we’ve got a place to store the files. 
 
You’ll need to add this directory to you .ini file so that UnrealEd and your Total 

Conversion know where to look for your sound files. 

• Scroll down to the paths section and where it looks appropriate, add a line 
similar to:  

Paths=../Sounds/*.uax 

Create a new Sound Package 

Sound packages have the .uax extension. 

 
We’ll need to create a new package file for your clock sounds.  Since there 
doesn’t seem to be an option for creating a new sound package – I took one of 
the smaller packages e.g. MenuSounds, saved it out as a package with a new 
name e.g. JohnTest and then deleted the sounds out of it. 
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Import your .wav files into your new package. 

You should be pretty familiar with importing by now.  As before Unreal ED had 
problems with UNC path names and also filenames that contained spaces.  For 
this reason I copied all the sounds to C:\Temp and imported from there. 

 
During import (I selected all my sound samples together) and created a clock 
sub-folder within my package to place these clock audio assets in. 
 
BTW – you might want to take a few minutes to explore other sound packages 
using the explorer.  You can see the sound quality that these samples are stored 
in. 
 
Note that along side each sound are three values in square bracket e.g.  
[ 1, 16, 44100 ] 

• The first number refers to mono / stereo. 

• The second refers to the number of bits used to represent each value (the 
lower this value the smaller the file, but the larger the quantization error) 

• The final value refers to the frequency – the number of values we take 
each second. 

Make sure you save your .uax package file in your sounds directory 

Placing the sounds down in the level: 

We have a few options as to how we use these sounds in the level.  The easiest 
option is to associate the sound with any Actor in the level, just by altering their 
Sound properties section. 
 
Try this out now, using one of the clock samples or perhaps a sample you have 
recorded yourself:   
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• Bring up the properties dialog for one of the actors in your scene.   

• Select the desired 
sound in the Sound 
Browser. 

• Head back over to the 
Sound section in your 
actor and hit the Use 
button. 

 
It’s always best to make small 
changes to your game, 
especially when you’re trying 
something out for the first 
time.  There are so many 
variables that could prevent 
our sound from playing it is 
better that we test the basics 
before moving on. 
 
Once you’re in the game – 
test out the sound to ensure 
that it’s fully 3D  

• Does it appear to switch speakers (headphones) as you change the 
orientation of the player?   

• Does the sound effect reduce in volume the further you are from the 
player? 

 
If you prefer you can test this out from within UnrealEd – turn on the RealTime 
Preview and you should be able to hear the sounds playing. 
 
Note: You might want to experiment with the properties associated with 
this Sound section to gain a better understanding of their effect. 
 
Adding sound to an actor is one of the easiest ways to incorporate sound into 
Unreal but it is also pretty limiting in what you can achieve with it.   
 

Idea:  It would be very easy to record a longish sample in low quality from 
an audio book and have it associated with an NPC – might help to set the 
atmosphere. 
 

As well as a Sound section, Actors also have a Sounds section.  This holds the 

sounds made by that character.  Typically these are Foley sounds – such as 
footsteps on different surfaces. 
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AmbientSound 

To give ourselves more control of the sounds in the game we can use the 
AmbientSound actor.  This allows us to specify a number of sounds that originate 
from the same location. 

 
The main difference between the Sound properties on an AmbientSound Actor 

compared with a standard Actor is the addition of the SoundEmitters list. 

 
This enables a number of sounds to be added, a delay between playing them 
(EmitInterval) and also some element of randomness (EmitVariance).   

 
Place down an AmbientSound Actor in your level (preferably by your 

GrandFather clock – if you managed to find one).  Then add your three sounds to 
the SoundEmitters List:   

 
AmbientSound EmitInterval EmitVariance 

clockTick 30 10 

clockChimeSingle 120 0 

clockChimeDouble 180 0 

 
Note that these values are from the time from when the sound begins playing.  
So if your sample is 30 seconds long and your EmitInterval is 20, you’ll end 

up with the same sample overlapping itself. 
 
I actually found the AmbientSound pretty limiting as you’d really want an initial 

delay (to ensure that the different sounds are played out of sync).  To add this 
functionality we’d need to use UnrealScript (or ScriptedTrigger) 
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It’s also possible to trigger off sounds using more advanced scripts (we’ll return 
to this after we’ve added some music). 

Finding some decent music? 

I don’t expect you to record your own tracks to include in your game.  You’ll find 
that you can really give your game more atmosphere with some intro, 
background and end-game music.  You can even trigger off different tracks 
throughout the level. 
 
The first problem is finding some suitable music.  Thanks to the web this 
shouldn’t be too much of a problem ☺  I didn’t just want to use standard music as 
it won’t have been designed specifically for a game environment – we may find 
that it gets tedious very quickly.  For this reason I thought I’d try to locate some 
existing game tracks which might loop better and be less irritating to the player. 
 
I decided to have a listen to some of the classic game music tracks from previous 
generations.  There are sites dedicated to the music of different platforms.  I was 
lucky to find some gems on www.exotica.org.uk - a site dedicated to old 

Amiga music.  There were even more old soundtracker modules over at aminet 
(uk.aminet.net). 

 
In order to play these old music files I needed to install a soundtracker player 
known as deliplayer – this supports all the classic module formats.  Instead of 
worrying about the conversion process I used the same approach as earlier – 
using Audacity to record what is being sent to the speakers. 
 
After a bit of manipulation to chop out the section I wanted I managed to export 
an .ogg file.  It was still 1.5MB in size – but I managed to reduce it further by 

adjusting the .ogg quality in the Audacity preferences. 

Getting this working in your Level 

As mentioned earlier, we don’t need to import ogg files into the music package.  

The music browser in UnrealEd is obsolete – it harks back to old Soundtracker 
variations whose formats aren’t supported any more (have a look on UDN for 
more info). 
 
So if we don’t import them – where 
do they go? 
 

• Create yourself a new music 
folder within your mod 
directory structure. 

• Copy your music file into 
there (leaving the .ogg 
extension on it) 
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The quickest way of getting some music working in game is just to set it as the 
permanent background music for the entire level: 
  

• Open up UnrealEd 

• Bring up the Level Properties 

• Enter the name of your music file (without the .ogg extension) as the 

song property. 
 
Note: As before you’ll need to update your mymod.ini file to tell UT2K4 where 

to look for the music.   
 
Change the MusicPath property to point to your newly created music directory 

(otherwise it will look in the default directory in UT2K4/music). 

 
Again test this out in your level before 
moving on to the more advanced 
stages. 

MusicTrigger 

If you just want a single background 
music track for your entire game then 
you can probably skip this ‘Trigger 
Sounds’ section. 
 
In my example I triggered different 
music tracks to play for different rooms 
in my game.  It is only worthwhile doing 
this if you really want to emphasize the 
difference between the two locations – 
perhaps creating a different mood as the 
player switches between them. 
 

• Place a trigger down just 

inside the door to your room. 

• Events�Event will be the 

name of the Event to trigger 

• You’ll need to play with the trigger settings to get things working well 

(see screenshot for some example values)  
 

• Place down MusicTrigger 

• Events�Tag will be the event name 

• You’ll need to configure the 
MusicTrigger properties to place a 

number of these pairs of trigger and 
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MusicTrigger around your level and try it out in the game.  If you’re not 

getting the desired result then you may need to play with their settings. 
 

Advanced Triggering 

If you need more controlled behaviour then use the ScriptedTrigger actor.  

This allows you to create a short script that fires off events, calls other actions 
and waits for specific periods. 
 
Some examples of its use are: 

• Trigger off a sequence of sounds 

• Teleport the player 

• Change back to a GUI menu page 
 
This can be found in  
Keypoint�AIScript�ScriptedSequence�ScriptedTrigger.   

 
It operates in the same way that your AI ScriptedSequences worked.  In the 

same way the first action in the AIScript will be WaitForEvent.  Therefore 

you will need to trigger off your ScriptedTrigger using some other event 

within either your level or your UnrealScript. 
 
I think ScriptedTrigger is badly named – it’s really a TriggeredScript.  It 

contains a small script that is started by an event (usually caused by an external 
trigger). 
 
The full list of Scripted Sequence Actions is available on the UDN at: 
 
http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/ScriptedSequenceActions 

 
Note that some of these are not relevant since the commands are no longer 
associated with an Actor (e.g. our AI controlled NPC). 

Trigger off music in your Menu Screen 

For this example I am reusing my background music, but you’ll probably want to 
use different music for the intro and during your level. 
 
It’s a simple process to add music to the background during your main menu 
screen.  Just add the following line to the end of your InitComponent function 

in your mainmenu gui class. 
  
 

PlayerOwner().ClientSetInitialMusic( "background", MTRAN_Instant ); 
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You can try different values in place of MTRAN_Instant if you want different musical 
behavious. 

Additional UnrealScript Audio Commands 

If you have time and want to achieve more advanced behaviour then you might 
want to open up your scripts and use the functions available to you.  Here are 
some available from within the Actor if you want to experiment further: 
 
 

Actor.uc – Music functions 

 

// used for playing custom music - not cached and will not be stopped at level transition 

// Song parameter must contain extension, but can be relative or absolute directory 

// ex: PlayStream("D:\\alongtheway.mp3",false,1,0,0); 

native final function int  PlayStream(   string Song, optional bool  UseMusicVolume, 

optional float Volume, optional float FadeInTime, optional float SeekTime ); 

native final function      StopStream(   int Handle,  optional float FadeOutTime ); 

native final function int  SeekStream(   int Handle,           float Seconds     ); 

native final function bool AdjustVolume( int Handle,           float NewVolume   ); 

native final function bool PauseStream(  int Handle                              ); 

 

// only used for level music - will be stopped when level changes 

// Song parameter should not include extension (assumes .ogg) 

native final function int PlayMusic( string Song, optional float FadeInTime ); 

 

native final function StopMusic( int SongHandle, optional float FadeOutTime ); 

native final function StopAllMusic( optional float FadeOutTime ); 

 

  


